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native” by choosing not to differentiate between an
Arab and an European tyrant — or at least a conniving
accomplice of European injustice. “One feeds six or
eight Arabs well with the money for one European,”
she bitterly remarked,”a water-melon and a loaf a-
piece, and a cup of coffee all round; and I pass for a true
Arab in hospitality. . . . no European can live so, and
they despise the Arabs for doing it.”51 Moreover, the
writer witnessed several massacres of unarmed, inno-
cent people. She also realized despairingly that no one
in England seemed to care for what the Arabs were
enduring: “your letter shows how little moment the
extermination of four villages is in this country,” she
wrote her husband. 52 Lucie, on the contrary, exposed
what was happening in Egypt: 

Mahommed was really eloquent, and when he
threw his melayeh over his face and sobbed, I am
not ashamed to say that I cried too. . . . I know
that Mohammed feels just as John Smith or Tom
Brown would feel in his place. . . . Every man and

woman and child in any degree kin to Achmet-et-
Tayib has been taken in chains to Keneh and no
one here expects to see one of them return alive.53

In a desperate letter to her mother, Lady Duff Gordon
expressed her views with great clarity, situating her per-
spective in the same dust where the Arabs were forced to
stay: “You will think me a complete rebel, but . . . one’s
pity becomes a perfect passion, when one sits among the
people — as I do, and sees it all; least of all can I forgive
those among the Europeans and Christians who can help
to ‘break these bruised reeds.’”54

Lady Lucie Duff Gordon’s letters told the story of two cul-
tures, the Eastern and the Western culture, which never
really met each other. It would seem the violent, stupid,
prejudiced Europeans still bear the blame for that. 

To conclude in her spirit, though East and West have not
yet truly met but only clashed; yet, they still may meet,
Inshallah.
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The original caption of this picture,
which appeared in the 2000
Amnesty International wall calendar,
tells us that it is of “Kurdish
refugees” as they “collect wood for
heating, village of Doganli, Turkish
Kurdistan 1997.” While other
women trudge through the snow
behind her, a woman has taken a
moment out of her task of burden-
carrying to pose for the camera.
Most likely at the behest of the pho-
tographer, she affects a needy, help-
less person reaching out for assis-
tance.

By the most commonly - accepted
definition, a refugee is a person who
has been granted protection from
violence after crossing a state bor-
der. Such people rarely live in vil-
lages; they are usually housed in
cities or in camps. The women in the
picture are residents of a village built
by the Turkish army after it
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that qualified. If I lived in a household that included one
or more men, I would be the object of sexual gossip by
the watching community. This would cause social prob-
lems not only for me, but for the host family. Households
without men were few and far between.

One such household existed of which the NGO person-
nel were aware, and they had arranged for me to live
there during my stay. A woman around the age of fifty
who had been widowed several years earlier lived with
five of her twelve children, daughters who ranged in
age from early teens to early twenties. I was not the first
outsider to live with them; they hosted another
American, a woman who worked as a nurse for an
NGO. Over the following five weeks the seven of them
gave me a crash course in local mores. I hired one of the
daughters as a translator and assistant. She and I made
numerous visits to homes, NGOs, and the offices of
local officials as I worked out the details of my research
topic and settled on a plan that I would implement
beginning the following summer. I returned to the US
with plans to begin the following year with six months
of language study followed by a year of residence in a
village examining how villagers interacted with and
understood the presence of international NGOs.

From the start, my introduction to Kurds and
Kurdishness centered around the world of Kurdish girls
and women. For me, the most striking feature of life
for the girls and women I lived among was its restrict-
edness. During the initial weeks I struggled to learn the
rules. I learned that it was considered uncouth to be
seen eating in public, to walk
alone anywhere, to chew gum in
the presence of a man, or to drive
a car. My research assistant and I
took taxis and rode the bus
around town, but she was very
careful about where we went, and
we reported all of our movements
to her mother when we returned.
Whenever possible, we stopped by
her brother’s shop near the main
souq. A chat of a few minutes suf-
ficed, and showed him and the
watching community that we
were not engaging in any unsanc-
tioned behavior. As I got to know
more people, I began to see this
family as relatively liberal in its ways. In other house-
holds, the female members were even more restricted,
and it is likely that in many families, the older mem-
bers, both male and female, would have prevented any
female members of the household from working with
me. 

In 1996 I attempted to return to Iraq to begin my lan-
guage study and fieldwork as planned, but arrived just
as the Habur border was closed due to an incursion by
the Iraqi army into the Kurdish area. I waited in Turkey
for the political situation to stabilize and for the border
to reopen, but neither happened as I waited for two
months. Carrying out my research in Turkey was impos-
sible due to the political repression of Kurds there,
which was much in evidence. As an outsider associated
with Kurds, I was also considered suspect. I was fol-
lowed regularly by the secret police, interrogated in a
threatening manner, and heard many testimonies from
local Kurds of Turkey’s violent repression. Faced with all
of this, I made an unplanned trip back to the US.
Determined to continue my trajectory of learning the
Kurdish language and culture even if I was displaced, I
visited a refugee English course for women and asked
for their help. One woman told me that her husband
was away working in another city, that she was living
alone with her six children, and that I was welcome to
come and live with her. I thus took up residence in my
second Kurdish household, this time in California.
Again, gender conventions dictated where I lived and
among whom I associated. My host made it clear that I
was able to stay only because her husband was away
for an extended period. She guarded her movements
and those of her teenage daughter in a manner similar
to what I had observed in Iraq.

A few months later I was hired by a refugee resettlement
agency as a counselor for Kurds evacuated from Iraq as a
result of the same events that had prevented me from

crossing the border from Turkey.
The group I counseled had been
employees of the NGO that had ini-
tially invited me to northern Iraq.
We marveled at the unanticipated
turn of events that led to our being
together again, this time on the
other side of the world.

In 1997 I tried again to return to
Iraq. After waiting for two more
months for border-crossing permis-
sion through Syria, I was finally suc-
cessful. The moment I actually
crossed the border is etched in my
memory as a kind of homecoming.
My involuntary displacement from

the Kurdish region the year before, and attempts to
reconstruct a Kurdish experience elsewhere, had ren-
dered this “authentic” Kurdish locale highly desirable to
me. I understood the longings for homeland that I had
heard from diaspora Kurds with a new potency, one root-
ed in similar experiences. 

destroyed their homes in its conflict with Kurdish sepa-
ratists. The image shows them gathering wood, most
likely for use as fuel. This suggests the agrarian lifestyle
that Kurds, and other people in the region’s villages, have
lived for centuries. While not materially rich, this life is
nevertheless one in which people meet their own needs
through cash-cropping, subsistence agriculture, and
gathering, as the women are doing in the picture. 

If a careful reading of this photograph and its caption
thus suggests self-sufficiency to a greater degree than it
suggests flight and dependency, and that the women are
not “refugees” in the conventional sense of the term, no
doubt there is a reason Amnesty International chose this
image for its wall calendar, which is distributed annually
all over the world: a list of the world’s most famously bat-
tered ethnic groups would surely include the Kurds some-
where near the top. A disproportionate number of Kurds
have become refugees and asylum seekers or displaced
within their own countries. Around 25 million Kurds (per-
haps more, perhaps fewer, since reliable census data does
not exist) live mainly in Iran, Iraq, Syria, and Turkey. As
many as one million may now live in the West, mainly in
Western Europe.Most went to the West in search of
refuge. 

This essay is about situatedness: the situatedness of the
Kurds in global and regional context, of Kurdish girls and
women within the larger body politic of Kurdish commu-
nities. Kurdish girls and women live in a double bind. As
Kurds, they suffer the effects of political instability and
repression. The sources of these are multiple, and impli-
cate everyone from consumers of
oil to Western governments. Until
very recently, one source, Saddam
Hussein and his government,
loomed largest over the Kurds I
know. Fear, displacement, and vio-
lence have been a way of life for
many Kurdish girls and women.
Hundreds of thousands were victim-
ized on Saddam’s orders. Secondly,
Kurdish girls and women suffer the
effects of being females in a heavily
male-dominated society in which
their movements and achievements
are restricted, sometimes violently
such as in the case of honor killings. 

I have chosen to tell their story through the lens of my
own situatedness as a female Western anthropologist
studying the Kurds and living in the Arab world. As I show,
the lines between the Kurds’ experience and that of my
own have become blurred, and this has recently made for
some rich moral dilemmas. As I have spent time with the

Kurds I too have experienced the binds of working under
political repression and a restrictive gender system.

My entrée into the world of the Kurds began in the mid-
1990s in California when I was searching for a research
topic in cultural anthropology. I was interested in social
change in traditional societies when the local population
of Kurds caught my attention. The Kurds I met in
California were mainly from Iraq, and it seemed all of
them reported having suffered and fled, in most cases
from the Iraqi government. When I learned that their tra-
ditional homeland had enjoyed relative political stability
and openness to the outside world since the 1991 Gulf
War, I decided to try to carry out my research there.

At the time, the Kurdish part of northern Iraq was not
under the control of the Baghdad government; a Kurdish
administration governed behind an internal border
enforced in the air by the U.S., Britain, France and Turkey.
People who were not of Iraqi origin, such as myself, were
only allowed out of Turkey and into the region in con-
junction with the relief and development efforts there.
After lobbying several NGOs by fax, phone, and email, I
eventually found one that would allow me to visit north-
ern Iraq under its auspices. In return for pledging to gen-
erate data that would benefit the local population served
by the NGO, I received border-crossing authorization.

On my first trip in 1995, I stayed for five weeks during
which I secured permission from the Kurdish authorities
to conduct research, and learned as much as I could
about the social environment so as to design a research

project that I would start the fol-
lowing year. I remember very well
the day I first crossed from Turkey
to Iraq at the Habur border-cross-
ing. I hired a driver to take me from
Diyarbakir, the main city in Turkey’s
Kurdish area, to the border a few
hours away. At the border my lug-
gage was copiously searched by
gruff border guards as we waited
in the scorching heat. Finally I
crossed the bridge, where I was
met by a representative from the
NGO, an American man who
worked as a veterinarian.

My first discussions with the
American NGO personnel involved where I would stay,
and this was determined by the local gender conventions.
I had made it clear in correspondence that I wanted to be
as immersed as possible in the local social environment,
and I therefore insisted on living with Kurds. As a young
unmarried female, however, there were few households

... Even though Iraqi
Kurdistan has been 
free from Saddam 

for the past 12 years, we
were not free 

from the fear of him.

The future is uncer-
tain, but one important

thing is certain: that
Saddam and his regime
is out … nothing worse
than that could happen 

to us in the future.
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This is an interview conducted via email with Ingrid
Jaradat Gassner, director of BADIL Resource Center for
Palestinian Residency and Refugee Rights. Jaradat, who is
of Austrian origin, recounts what it is like to be a for-
eigner living in the Arab world.   

1. Background information about your self and pre-
vious political and personal interest in the Middle
East before moving to Palestine.
My name is Ingrid Jaradat Gassner. I was born and raised
in  Austria and am an Austrian citizen. Since I grew up in
an environment without any personal relations to the
Middle East - no Palestinian relatives, no Jewish relatives
- I grew up knowing very little about the region and the
Zionist-Palestinian conflict. I was also too young to under-
stand events during the so called “high-times” of
Austrian (Bruno Kreisky’s) involvement in the Middle East,
and later on there was no longer any Austrian involve-
ment. I did, however, always have a lot of curiosity and a
strong sense of doubt in the validity of Austrian public
opinion, including in what was said and reported by the
media about the Palestinian people, starting from the
days of the June 1967 war, when Austrians admired a
strong and victorious Israel. My first trip to the Middle
East was to an Israeli kibbutz - by pure coincidence and

not by choice. Simply because there was nobody to help
me and my friends travel after high school and work any-
where else, Latin America, for example, would have been
our first choice. 

My political education therefore began in Palestine: it was
easy to understand that the kibbutz had nothing to do
with socialism and that Israelis’ missed the major root caus-
es when trying to explain the conflict with the Palestinian
people. Later on, I finished my B.A. degree at the Hebrew
University in Jerusalem. At that time, I already was active
with a small group of anti-Zionist Israelis and Palestinians
(Matzpen).  I have remained a political activist sence then,
was involved in socialist organizations in Austria, the soli-
darity movement with the anti-colonial struggle in Latin
America, until I returned to Palestine at the time of the first
Intifada. For 12 years now, I have been married in
Palestine. My husband and I have one son (Nadim). We live
in Beit Jala, West Bank and are both founding members of
BADIL Resource Center, an organization working to pro-
mote Palestinian refugee rights, foremost their right to
return, as well as to restitution.

2. Why did you decide to move to Palestine?
Although I did return to Austria for a period of time (1983

Ingrid Jaradat Gassner

An Austrian Media 
Activist in Palestine 

know of no female Kurdish colleagues in my field of
anthropology.) I want more Kurdish artists like my friend
Azhar Shemdin, who recently wrote to me, “I, as a per-
son and artist, cherish my free spirit and individualism
and detach my judgment on things from the influence of
relatives and groups whatever they are. I paint what I see
and experience, or read about. I try to look at the posi-

tive things that come out of misery, and try to heal life’s
wounds by taking refuge in nature.” Azhar paints
Kurdish subjects, yes, but more importantly she paints
human subjects. She paints life and death. She paints tol-
erance. She paints pain. She paints beauty. You can see
her art on the web. There are so many ways to tell the
story.

“Interiors”
by Azhar Shemdin. 
Winner of the Alice Peck
Art Award, a juried
exhibit in Burlington,
Ontario, Canada 
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